CHROME HILL
«This is Chrome Hill»

Chrome Hill with new jazz rock noir album!
Scandinavian jazz rock noir. This is the basic mood of the
album “This is Chrome Hill”. The album is full of contrasts
and inspired by cinematic and musical moods. Think Twin
Peaks and Tom Waits. Death. Life. Light. Darkness.
Contrasts. Phases of life. Not one special event, but the sum
of many. The songs have a greater seriousness and darkness
than on previous releases. 2020 has been a different year. At
the same time, they end with a song that carries a hope in it.
With the song “Light”, they want to put an end to something
big and important. It gets better. It needs to get better.
The contrasts are reflected in the music. Chrome Hill has a
strong connection to Japan and have been touring in the land
of the rising sun for years. A beautiful but tense country
where the contrasts are drawn to the extreme. There they
have played with Japanese musicians several times and these
experiences have also inspired this record. From a calm zenlike atmosphere in a completely quiet park with beautiful
bridges and trees, to Shinjuku's crazy, almost nightmarish
game bumps.
Asbjørn Lerheim, Atle Nymo, Torstein Lofthus and Roger
Arntzen keep changing the parameters and inner aspects of
their music from record to record. They have dug deeper
inside the purpose of playing Americana songs, in their case
a mix of Appalachian folk, Delta blues and cowboy rock,
within a jazz frame and feeling. No American musician could
do it this way, only a group of foreigners from Norway would
have the necessary cultural distance to arrive at a
masterpiece like this.
Chrome Hill is Asbjørn Lerheim- guitar, Atle Nymo- tenor sax,
Roger Arntzen- double bass and Torstein Lofthus- drums.
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1. Clockwork 6:11
2. Limbo 4:20
3. Ascend 3:05
4. Interlude 4:10
5. 10-4 6:46
6. Particle 2:48
7. Within 5:30
8. Light 4:46

Listen to the album here:
https://bit.ly/2GRr0kw
YouTube:
https://youtu.be/RMUNX_5aKx0
www.chromehill.no
www.facebook.com/chromehill
…………………………………………………………………
Release tour (Norway):
11.11 Gamlekinoen (Voss jazzklubb), Voss
12.11 Victoria (Bergen Improklubb), Bergen
13.11 Skåre kirke, Haugesund
14.11 Blyge Harry, Stavanger
25.11 Kafé Hærverk, Oslo
05.12 Vinyl & Kaffe, Hamar

Record label and International distribution: Clean Feed Records Norwegian distribution: Musikkoperatørene and The Orchard

